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a b s t r a c t 

Despite over two decades of research on the neural mechanisms underlying human visual scene, or place, process- 

ing, it remains unknown what exactly a “scene ” is. Intuitively, we are always inside a scene, while interacting with 

the outside of objects. Hence, we hypothesize that one diagnostic feature of a scene may be concavity, portraying 

“inside ”, and predict that if concavity is a scene-diagnostic feature, then: 1) images that depict concavity, even 

non-scene images (e.g., the “inside ” of an object – or concave object), will be behaviorally categorized as scenes 

more often than those that depict convexity, and 2) the cortical scene-processing system will respond more to 

concave images than to convex images. As predicted, participants categorized concave objects as scenes more 

often than convex objects, and, using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), two scene-selective cortical 

regions (the parahippocampal place area, PPA, and the occipital place area, OPA) responded significantly more to 

concave than convex objects. Surprisingly, we found no behavioral or neural differences between images of con- 

cave versus convex buildings. However, in a follow-up experiment, using tightly-controlled images, we unmasked 

a selective sensitivity to concavity over convexity of scene boundaries (i.e., walls) in PPA and OPA. Furthermore, 

we found that even highly impoverished line drawings of concave shapes are behaviorally categorized as scenes 

more often than convex shapes. Together, these results provide converging behavioral and neural evidence that 

concavity is a diagnostic feature of visual scenes. 
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. Introduction 

Over the past two decades, cognitive neuroscientists have discov-

red dedicated regions of the human visual cortex that are selectively

nvolved in visual scene, or place, processing. These cortical regions are

aid to be “scene selective ” as they respond about two to four times

ore strongly to images of scenes (e.g., a kitchen) than to non-scene

mages, such as everyday objects (e.g., a cup) and faces. Furthermore,

his selectivity persists across highly variable scene images that seem to

hare no common visual features, from images of empty rooms to land-

capes, and, even more impressively, across scene images of different

ormats (e.g., color, grayscale, artificially rendered, and line-drawings)

 Dillon et al., 2018; Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998; Kamps et al., 2016;

alther et al., 2011 ). Given the selective response to such a disparate

et of scene images, how does the brain “know ” what a scene is? In other

ords, what drives the scene-selective cortical regions to show a pref-

rential response across highly variable scene stimuli over non-scene

timuli? 

One proposed explanation is that the scene-selective cortical regions

re tuned for low-level visual features that are more commonly found

n scene stimuli than in non-scene stimuli (e.g., objects and faces).
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or example, the parahippocampal place area (PPA) ( Epstein and Kan-

isher, 1998 ) shows a preferential response to high-spatial frequency

ver low-spatial frequency information ( Berman et al., 2017; Kauffmann

t al., 2014; Rajimehr et al., 2011 ), cardinal orientations over oblique

rientations ( Nasr and Tootell, 2012 ), and rectilinear edges over curvi-

inear edges ( Nasr et al., 2014 ) (for review, see Groen et al., 2017 ). How-

ver, a recent study ( Bryan et al., 2016 ) found that one of these low-level

eatures – rectilinearity – is not sufficient to explain the scene selectiv-

ty in PPA, casting doubt on the low-level explanation more generally.

hy might the low-level visual features be insufficient to explain corti-

al scene selectivity? One possible reason is that these low-level features

re not only common to scene stimuli, but also prominent in non-scene

timuli, especially objects, making them potentially unreliable diagnos-

ic features of scenes. For a visual feature to be a reliable diagnostic

eature of scenes, it should be not only more common, but also unique

o scenes. Thus, what are those visual features that are unique to scene

timuli that may drive cortical scene selectivity? 

Intuitively, we are always inside a scene, while interacting with the

utside of objects; hence, we hypothesize that a potential diagnostic fea-

ure of a scene is concavity – a visual feature that conveys a viewer’s state

f being inside a space. Indeed, numerous neuroimaging studies high-
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ight PPA’s sensitivity to properties associated with concavity of space.

or example, PPA i) responds more to images of empty rooms that depict

 coherent spatial layout than to images of the same rooms but fractured

nd rearranged in which the spatial layout is disrupted ( Epstein and

anwisher, 1998 ; Kamps et al., 2016 ), ii) differentiates between open

ersus closed scenes (e.g. beach vs. urban street) ( Kravitz et al., 2011 ;

ark et al., 2011 ), iii) parametrically codes for the variation in size of

ndoor spaces (e.g. closet vs. auditorium) ( Park et al., 2014 ), and iv)

arametrically responds to the boundary height of a scene ( Ferrara and

ark, 2016 ). Here, in four experiments, using psychophysics and func-

ional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), we directly test our hypoth-

sis and predict that if concavity is a diagnostic feature of a scene, then

) images of both scenes and objects that depict concavity will be behav-

orally categorized as scenes more often than images of scenes and ob-

ects that depict convexity (Experiment 1), 2) PPA will similarly respond

ore to concave scenes and objects than convex scenes and objects (Ex-

eriments 2 and 3), and 3) even highly impoverished line drawings of

oncave shapes will be behaviorally categorized as scenes more often

han convex shapes (Experiment 4). 

. Materials and methods 

.1. Participants 

Fifty participants were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk to

articipate in Experiment 1. No participants were excluded. Fifteen par-

icipants (Age: 19-32; 10 females) were recruited from the Emory Uni-

ersity community to participate in Experiment 2, and no participants

ere excluded. A separate group of sixteen participants (Age: 18-31;

 females) was recruited from the Johns Hopkins University commu-

ity to participate in Experiment 3. In Experiment 3, two subjects were

xcluded: one due to excessive motion during scanning, and the other

ue to an inability to define any significant regions of interest (see Data

nalysis). Thus, a total of fourteen subjects were analyzed in Experiment

. A separate group of a hundred participants was recruited from Ama-

on Mechanical Turk to participate in Experiment 4; one subject was

xcluded from analysis due to incomplete response. The number of par-

icipants for each experiment was based on power analyses conducted

efore recruitment (see Supplementary Analysis 1). All participants gave

nformed consent and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. 

.2. Visual stimuli 

In Experiments 1 and 2, eleven real-world images of both concave

nd convex scenes (i.e., buildings) and objects (e.g., microwave, tissue

ox, etc.) were collected, totaling forty-four images ( Fig. 1 A). During

timuli selection, we took three specific measures to eliminate potential

onfounds. First, given PPA’s sensitivity to high spatial frequency infor-

ation ( Rajimehr et al., 2011 ), we matched the quantity of energy in the

igh spatial frequency range (qHF; > 10 cycle/image) ( Bainbridge and

liva, 2015 ) across the conditions. A one-way ANOVA (Condition: Con-

ave Buildings, Convex Buildings, Concave Objects, Convex Objects) re-

ealed no main effect of Condition ( F (3,40) = 0.57, p = .64) in the qHF of

he stimuli. Second, given PPA’s preference for rectilinear over curvilin-

ar features ( Nasr et al., 2014 ), we included only images of rectilinear

uildings and objects to eliminate the potential influence of a rectilin-

ar bias. Third, we carefully selected stimuli with little to no words or

ymbols in an image to ensure participants are basing their judgment

n the visual features of the stimuli. 

In Experiment 3, artificial scene images of seven wall boundary con-

itions were created using Google SketchUp and Adobe Photoshop CS6

 Fig. 3 A). We first created three conditions of Concave boundaries (Con-

ave 1, 2, 3) that vary parametrically in the angle at which two wall

urfaces conjoin. To avoid the texture pattern on the boundary surfaces

s a confounding variable, we applied the same set of 24 textures on

he boundary surfaces in each condition. Furthermore, to ensure that
2 
he stimuli are scene like, we applied a light blue color to the portion

f the image above the wall boundary and a green color to the portion

f the image below the wall boundary to resemble the sky and field in

n outdoor environment. After creating the three Concave conditions,

e swapped the left and right halves of each of the Concave condition

timulus to create the corresponding Convex conditions (Convex 1, 2,

). As such, all low-level visual properties, including hue values, tex-

ure gradient of the wall pattern, and even the number of pixels that

ade up the boundary, were exactly equated between corresponding

oncave and Convex conditions (e.g., Concave 1 vs. Convex 1). Finally,

e also included a “flat ” boundary condition as a baseline condition to

stimate the neural response of a neural region to wall boundaries with

o concavity nor convexity. 

In Experiment 4, we created a stripped-down, line-drawing version of

he stimuli conditions in Experiment 3, totaling seven conditions: Con-

ave 1, 2, 3, Convex 1, 2, 3, and Flat. The shape and angle of the condi-

ions exactly matched those in Experiment 3. To eliminate confounding

isual features as much as possible, each condition is composed of only

ix connected lines, which are the minimal visual cues needed for con-

tructing line drawings of concave and convex shapes. 

.3. Experimental design 

In Experiment 1, each participant completed 4 practice trials (1 per

ondition: Concave Buildings, Convex Buildings, Concave Objects, Con-

ex Objects) and 40 experimental trials (10 per condition). In each trial

or both practice trials and experimental trials, an image was presented

or 150 ms, followed by a blank screen for 400 ms, after which partic-

pants were asked to indicate whether the image they just saw was a

place ” or an “object ” ( Fig. 1 B). Condition and image order were ran-

omized. To ensure that participants had sufficient time to perceive and

ategorize the images, we decided on 150 ms as the image presentation

ime, since we know that humans take approximately 100 ms of im-

ge presentation to reach maximum performance on a basic-level scene

ategorization task (e.g., recognize an image as a forest, beach, etc.)

 Greene and Oliva, 2009 ). 

In Experiments 2 and 3, we used a region of interest (ROI) approach

n which we localized the cortical regions of interest with the Localizer

uns, and then used an independent set of Experimental runs to investi-

ate the responses of these regions when viewing blocks of images from

he stimulus categories of interest. Since PPA has been the center of

he theoretical debates regarding scene selectivity, PPA is our primary

OI of interest. We, however, also examined the neural response in the

wo other known scene-selective regions —the occipital place area (OPA)

 Dilks et al., 2013 ) and the retrosplenial complex (RSC) ( Maguire, 2001 )

lso known as the medial place area (MPA) ( Silson et al., 2016 ). Finally,

e also examined the neural response of an object-selective region (lat-

ral occipital complex, LOC) and the primary visual cortex (V1; localized

ith independent Meridian Map runs) as control regions. 

For the Localizer runs, we used a blocked design in which partici-

ants viewed images of faces, objects, scenes, and scrambled objects, as

reviously described ( Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998 ), and widely used

y multiple labs (e.g., Epstein et al., 2003 ; Cant and Goodale, 2011 ;

alther et al., 2011 ; Kravitz et al., 2011 ; Park et al., 2011 ; Golumb and

anwisher, 2012 ; Ferrara and Park, 2016 ; Persichetti and Dilks, 2019 ).

he scene stimuli include images from a wide variety of scene categories,

uch as indoor scenes, buildings, city streets, forest streams, and fields. 

In both experiments, each participant completed two Localizer runs.

n Experiment 2, each Localizer run was 336 s long. There were four

locks per stimulus category within each run, and 20 images from the

ame category within each block. Each image was presented for 300

s, followed by a 500 ms ISI for a total of 16 s per block. Image order

ithin each block was randomized. The order of the blocks in each run

as palindromic, and the order of the blocks in the first half of the

alindromic sequence was pseudo-randomized across runs. Five 16 s

xation blocks were included: one at the beginning, three in the middle
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Fig. 1. A, Example stimuli used in Experiments 1 and 2, varying in Category (Buildings, Objects) and Condition (Concave, Convex). B, Experimental procedure for 

Experiment 1. After a brief presentation of an image, participants were asked to indicate whether the image they just saw was a “place ” or an “object ”. C , Participants’ 

proportion of place ratings for all the stimuli conditions. There is a significantly greater proportion of place ratings for Concave Objects over Convex Objects, but not 

for Concave Buildings over Convex Buildings. D , Average percent signal change in each region of interest to the four conditions of interest. PPA and OPA responded 

significantly more to Concave Objects than Convex Objects, whereas LOC responded significantly more to Convex over Concave Buildings and Objects, respectively. 

The response patterns in PPA and OPA are qualitatively different from those in LOC and V1. We found no significant difference between RSC response to Concave 

versus Convex Buildings and Objects, respectively. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. 
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nterleaved between each set of stimulus blocks, and one at the end of

ach run. Participants performed a one-back repetition detection task,

esponding every time the same image was presented twice in a row. 

In Experiment 3, each Localizer run was 426 s long. There were four

locks per stimulus category within each run, and 20 images from the
3 
ame category within each block. Each image was presented for 600

s, followed by a 200 ms interstimulus interval (ISI) for a total of 16 s

er block. Image order within each block, as well as the order of blocks

n each run, were randomized. Seventeen 10 s fixation blocks were in-

luded: one at the beginning, and one following each stimulus block.
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articipants performed a one-back repetition detection task, responding

very time the same image was presented twice in a row. 

For the Meridian Map runs, we used a blocked design in which par-

icipants viewed two flickering triangular wedges of checkerboards ori-

nted either vertically (vertical meridians) or horizontally (horizontal

eridians) to delineate borders of retinotopic areas, as previously de-

cribed ( Sereno et al., 1995 ; Spiridon and Kanwisher, 2002 ). In both

xperiments, each participant completed one run. Each run was 252 s

ong. There were five blocks per visual field meridians within a run.

ach block flickered at 8Hz for a total of 12 s per block. Vertical meridi-

ns were always presented first, followed by horizontal meridians. Each

lock was preceded by a 12 s fixation period. Participants were in-

tructed to fixate on a fixation dot during the display. 

For the Experimental runs of Experiments 2 and 3, we used a block

esign in which participants viewed blocks of images from each condi-

ion of interest (see the Visual Stimuli section). In Experiment 2, par-

icipants completed four Experimental runs. Each run was 328 s long.

here were four blocks per condition of interest within each run, and

2 images from the same condition within each block. Each image was

resented for 500 ms, followed by a 500 ms ISI for a total of 12 s per

lock. Image order within each block, and the order of blocks in each

un were randomized. Each block was preceded by an 8 s fixation block.

articipants performed a one-back repetition detection task, responding

very time the same image was presented twice in a row. 

In Experiment 3, participants completed ten Experimental runs. Each

un was 288 s long. There were two blocks per condition within each

un, and 12 images from the same condition within each block. Each

mage was presented for 800 ms, followed by a 200 ms ISI for a total of

2 s per block. Image order within each block, and the order of blocks

n each run were randomized. Each block was preceded by an 8 s fixa-

ion block. Participants performed a one-back repetition detection task,

esponding every time the same image was presented twice in a row. 

In Experiment 4, each participant completed 7 trials. In each trial, an

mage was presented for an unlimited time, and participants were asked

o indicate whether the image they saw was a “scene ” or an “object ”.

ondition order was randomized. 

.4. MRI scan parameters 

In Experiment 2, scanning was done on a 3T Siemens Trio scan-

er at the Facility for Education and Research in Neuroscience (FERN)

t Emory University (Atlanta, GA). Functional images were acquired

sing a 32-channel head matrix coil and a gradient echo single-shot

cho planar imaging sequence. Twenty-eight slices were acquired for

ll runs: repetition time = 2 s; echo time = 30 ms; flip angle = 90°; voxel

ize = 1.5 × 1.5 × 2.5 mm with a 0.2 mm interslice gap; and slices were

riented approximately between perpendicular and parallel to the cal-

arine sulcus, covering the occipital as well as the posterior portion of

emporal lobes. Whole-brain, high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical

mages were also acquired with 1 × 1 × 1 mm voxels. 

In Experiment 3, scanning was done on a 3T Phillips fMRI scanner

t the Kirby Research Center at Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore,

D). Functional images were acquired with a 32-channel head coil and

 gradient echo-planar T2 ∗ sequence. Thirty-six slices were acquired

or all runs: repetition time = 2 s; echo time = 30 ms; flip angle = 70°;

oxel size = 2.5 × 2.5 × 2.5 mm with 0.5 mm interslice gap; slices were

riented parallel to the anterior commissure-posterior commissure line.

hole-brain, high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical images were ac-

uired using a magnetization-prepared rapid-acquisition gradient echo

MPRAGE) with 1 × 1 × 1 mm voxels. 

.5. Data analysis 

In Experiment 1, we calculated the proportion of place ratings for

ach condition for each subject and then we averaged the proportion of

lace-ratings for each condition across all subjects. 
4 
In Experiment 2, fMRI data were processed in FSL software

 Smith et al., 2004 ) and the FreeSurfer Functional Analysis Stream

FS-FAST). Data were analyzed in each participant’s native space. Pre-

rocessing included skull-stripping ( Smith, 2002 ), linear-trend removal,

nd three-dimensional motion correction using FSL’s MCFLIRT tool.

ata were then fit using a double gamma function, and spatially

moothed with a 4-mm kernel. No participant exhibited excessive head

ovement and hence no data were excluded. 

In Experiment 3, fMRI data were processed in Brain Voyager QX soft-

are (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, Netherlands). Data were analyzed

n each participant’s ACPC-aligned space. Preprocessing included slice

can-time correction, linear trend removal, and three-dimensional mo-

ion correction. Data were then fit using a double gamma function, with

o additional spatial or temporal smoothing performed. Experimental

uns with excessive head movement (more than 3 mm deviation from

he origin within a run and more than 8mm deviation from the origin

cross runs) were excluded from the analyses; one participant was ex-

luded. 

After preprocessing, the ROIs were bilaterally defined in each par-

icipant using data from the Localizer runs. PPA, OPA and RSC were

efined as those regions that responded more strongly to scenes than

bjects ( p < 10 − 4 , uncorrected), whereas LOC was defined as those re-

ions that responded more strongly to objects than scrambled objects,

ollowing the conventional method of Epstein and Kanwisher (1998) and

rill-Spector et al. (1998) . To define V1, a contrast between the verti-

al and horizontal meridians from the Meridian Map runs were mapped

nto a surface-rendered brain of each hemisphere, and the retinotopic

orders of V1 were defined by the lower and upper vertical meridians. 

In Experiment 2, PPA, LOC and V1 were defined in at least one hemi-

phere in all fifteen participants, while OPA was defined in at least one

emisphere in fourteen participants, and RSC in at least one hemisphere

n twelve participants. For each ROI of each participant, the average re-

ponse across voxels for each condition was extracted and converted to

ercent signal change (PSC) relative to fixation, and repeated-measures

NOVAs were performed. In Experiment 3, PPA was defined in at least

ne hemisphere in all fourteen participants; LOC and OPA were defined

n at least one hemisphere in thirteen participants; V1 was defined in at

east one hemisphere in twelve participants; and RSC was defined in at

east one hemisphere in eight participants. The average response across

oxels for each condition in an ROI was extracted and converted to PSC

elative to fixation. To specifically examine the response to concavity

nd convexity in each ROI, we subtracted the PSC for each Concave

nd Convex condition from the Flat boundary condition to eliminate an

OI’s baseline response to the presence of a boundary. To check whether

aving a smaller sample size for some ROIs and/or having different num-

ers of unilateral versus bilateral ROIs might affect the results, we de-

ned the ROIs in the missing participants using a lower threshold (a

inimum of p < .01) in the Localizer contrasts and examined the neural

esponse of each ROI with these additional data —we found consistent

esponse patterns (see Supplementary Analysis 2); thus, we proceeded

ith our data analyses using only the ROIs defined with the typical

hreshold for the Localizer runs. Finally, in Experiment 2, a 3 (ROI: PPA,

OC, V1) × 2 (Hemisphere: Left, Right) × 4 (Condition: Concave Build-

ngs, Convex Buildings, Concave Objects, Convex Objects) repeated-

easures ANOVA revealed no significant ROI × Hemisphere × Condition

nteraction ( F (6,78) = 0.57, p = .75, 𝜂p 
2 = .04). In Experiment 3, a 3 (ROI:

PA, LOC, V1) × 2 (Hemisphere: Left, Right) × 6 (Condition: Concave

, 2, 3, Convex 1, 2, 3) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed no signif-

cant ROI × Hemisphere × Condition interaction ( F (10,40) = 0.80, p = .63,

p 
2 = .17). Thus, data from the left and right hemispheres of the same

OI for each Experiment were collapsed. 

In addition to the ROI analysis described above, we also conducted

 group-level, whole-brain analysis to explore the topography of activa-

ion over the entire visual cortex. In Experiment 2, these analyses were

onducted using the same parameters as described above, except that

he functional data were registered to the standard stereotaxic (MNI)
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pace. We then contrasted the neural response for Concave versus Con-

ex Objects across participants, and performed a voxel-wise nonpara-

etric one-sample t -test using the FSL randomise program ( Smith and

ichols, 2009 ) with default variance smoothing of 5 mm, which tests

he t -value at each voxel against a null distribution generated from ran-

omly flipping the sign of participants’ t statistic maps 5000 random

ermutations of group membership. In Experiment 3, these analyses

ere also conducted using the same parameters as described in the para-

raphs above, except that the functional data was transformed into the

tandard Talairach (TAL) space, and spatially smoothed with a 4-mm

ernel to enhance the spatial correspondence across subjects. We then

ontrasted the neural response for Concave versus Convex Boundary

combined across Angles) using a group-level fixed-effect analysis. Note

hat since our main goal was to examine the topography of activation

nd is exploratory in nature, we did not correct for multiple compar-

sons. Finally, to examine the topography of activation relative to the

OIs, we defined the group-level ROIs on the cortical surface using in-

ependent data from the Localizer runs (PPA, OPA, RSC: Scene – Object;

OC: Object – Scrambled). 

In Experiment 4, we calculated the proportion of scene ratings for

ach condition and then tested the proportion against chance (i.e., 50%)

sing a Binomial Test. We also directly compared the proportion of scene

atings between the corresponding Concave and Convex Angle using the

cNemar’s test. 

. Results 

.1. Experiment 1 

If concavity is a diagnostic feature of visual scenes, then images

f both scenes and objects that depict concavity will be behaviorally

ategorized as scenes more often than images of scenes and objects

hat depict convexity. To test this prediction, we conducted a 2 (Cat-

gory: Buildings, Objects) × 2 (Condition: Concave, Convex) repeated-

easures ANOVA ( Fig. 1 C). We found a significant main effect of Cate-

ory, with a significantly greater proportion of place ratings for Build-

ngs over Objects ( F (1,49) = 1273.24, p < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .96), revealing that par-

icipants understood the task and had a clear sense of what is a “place ”

ersus an “object ”. We also found a significant main effect of Condition

 F (1,49) = 43.56, p < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .47), with a significantly greater proportion

f place ratings for Concave images over Convex images, consistent with

ur hypothesis that images that depict concavity will be behaviorally

ategorized as scenes more often than images that depict convexity.

nterestingly, however, we also found a significant Category × Condi-

ion interaction ( F (1,49) = 102.35, p < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .68), with a significantly

reater proportion of place ratings for Concave Objects than Convex Ob-

ects (post hoc comparison, p < .001), yet no difference between Concave

uildings and Convex Buildings ( p = .75). 

The above analysis suggests that while Concave Objects are indeed

ehaviorally categorized as scenes more often than Convex Objects, as

ypothesized, participants however considered both Concave and Con-

ex Buildings to be equally scene like, presenting seemingly contradic-

ory results to our hypothesis. Why might there be no difference for

lace ratings of Concave versus Convex Buildings, when there is such a

triking effect of concavity in biasing scene categorization of objects? A

loser examination of the place ratings suggests that there may be a ceil-

ng effect masking the effect of concavity in biasing scene categorization

f Buildings. Specifically, participants reported 97.2% of Concave Build-

ngs and 97.8% of Convex Buildings as places, demonstrating a nearly

erfect categorization performance. Thus, it is plausible that, since we

id not control for some visual features orthogonal to concavity and

onvexity (e.g., sky, horizon, depth), participants may have used these

rthogonal cues in the Convex Buildings images for scene categoriza-

ion, making the task too easy and not sensitive enough to detect the

ffect of concavity in biasing scene categorization in these stimuli. As

uch, the lack of a difference between the place ratings of Concave and
5 
onvex Buildings is essentially a null effect and should not be taken as

vidence against our hypothesis. Moreover, it is noteworthy that despite

he easy task and loose control over the orthogonal visual cues, we nev-

rtheless still find a striking difference in the place ratings of Concave

bjects (33.6%) and Convex Objects (2.8%), highlighting the prominent

ffect of concavity in biasing scene categorization of object stimuli. 

.2. Experiment 2 

Next, using fMRI, we hypothesized that if concavity is a diagnos-

ic feature of visual scenes, then PPA will respond more to concave

cenes and objects than convex scenes and objects. To test this pre-

iction, we conducted a 2 (Category: Buildings, Objects) × 2 (Condi-

ion: Concave, Convex) repeated-measures ANOVA. We found a signifi-

ant effect of Category ( F (1,14) = 214.66, p < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .94), with an over-

ll greater response to Buildings than to Objects, consistent with PPA’s

nown selectivity for scenes ( Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998 ; Kamps et al.,

016 ) ( Fig. 1 D). We also found a significant main effect of Condition

 F (1,14) = 18.11, p = .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .56), with an overall greater response to

oncave over Convex stimuli, consistent with our hypothesis. How-

ver, we also found a significant Category × Condition interaction

 F (1,14) = 21.36, p < 0.001, 𝜂p 
2 = .60), with a significantly greater response

o Concave Objects over Convex Objects (post-hoc comparison, p < .001),

ut no significant difference between Concave Buildings and Convex

uildings ( p = 0.73), mirroring the behavioral results where Concave Ob-

ects are more scene like than Convex Objects, yet Concave and Convex

uildings are equally scene like. 

Before further discussion of the results, it is important to re-

mphasize that, despite a lack of difference between PPA’s response to

oncave and Convex Buildings, we nevertheless found a strong effect of

oncave Objects in driving PPA’s response, supporting our hypothesis.

owever, regarding the lack of difference between Concave and Con-

ex Buildings, these stimuli are the same stimuli used in Experiment 1,

here we did not control for some orthogonal visual features; hence, it

s possible that some of these orthogonal features may have driven PPA’s

esponse to “ceiling ”, making the effect of concavity in the PPA response

o Buildings undetectable. As such, again, the null results for Concave

ersus Convex Buildings should not be taken as evidence against our

ypothesis. Thus, to directly test whether PPA is sensitive to concavity

n scene stimuli, we need to control for all visual features that are or-

hogonal to concavity and convexity, and we did just that in Experiment

, discussed below. 

But might PPA’s selective response to Concave Objects be merely

riven by participants paying more attention to Concave Objects that

re perhaps more novel and interesting than Convex Objects? To ad-

ress this question, we next examined the neural response in LOC.

f PPA’s selective response to Concave over Convex Objects is merely

riven by participants paying more attention to Concave Objects, then

OC —an object -selective region —will show a similar, if not greater,

ttentional modulation in response. To test whether that is the case,

e conducted a 2 (ROI: PPA, LOC) × 2 (Condition: Concave Objects,

onvex Objects) repeated-measures ANOVA. We found a significant

OI × Condition interaction ( F (1,14) = 105.31, p < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .88), reveal-

ng that only PPA, not LOC, responds selectively to objects depict-

ng concavity, thus ruling out the alternative explanation that par-

icipants are merely paying more attention to Concave over Convex

bjects. 

Next, we further examined the neural response in LOC to test

hether visual cues of convexity might selectively engage object pro-

essing, as proposed in a previous study ( Haushofer et al., 2008 ). We

onducted a 2 (Category: Buildings, Objects) × 2 (Condition: Concave,

onvex) repeated-measures ANOVA. We found a significant effect of

ategory ( F (1,14) = 25.56, p < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .65), with an overall greater re-

ponse to Objects over Buildings, consistent with LOC’s known selectiv-

ty for objects ( Malach et al., 1995 ). We also found a significant effect of

ondition ( F (1,14) = 35.85, p < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .72), with LOC responding more
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o Convex over Concave stimuli. Crucially, we found a significant Cate-

ory × Condition interaction ( F (1,14) = 10.59, p = .01, 𝜂p 
2 = .43), with LOC

esponding significantly more strongly to both buildings and objects de-

icting convexity than concavity (both p < .05), respectively, but with a

reater PSC difference within Buildings than within Objects. Thus, LOC’s

elective sensitivity to convexity over concavity is consistent with previ-

us findings that visual cues of convexity selectively engage the object

rocessing system ( Haushofer et al., 2008 ). 

Next, to ensure that PPA’s preferential response to objects depicting

oncavity is not merely driven by low-level visual information inherited

rom early visual cortex, we directly compared the neural responses in

PA and V1. A 2 (ROI: PPA, V1) × 2 (Condition: Concave Objects, Con-

ex Objects) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant ROI ×
ondition interaction ( F (1,14) = 51.57, p < .001, 𝜂p 

2 = .79), demonstrating

 qualitatively different pattern of response in PPA than V1, and reveal-

ng that PPA’s preferential response to Concave Objects is not merely

riven by low-level visual information. One puzzling result, however, is

hat V1 seems to show a lower response to Concave Buildings relative

o Convex Buildings —why might that be the case? One possibility is

hat, despite equating the overall quantity of energy in the high spatial

requency range across conditions to the best of our ability, the qHF in

oncave Buildings is nevertheless numerically lower than Convex Build-

ngs (mean difference = 5.90%; post-hoc comparison: p = .40). And with

1’s known sensitivity to high spatial frequency information, V1 might

e tracking such subtle, yet existing different high spatial frequency

nformation, thus resulting in a relatively lower response to Concave

uildings. 

Finally, we checked the reliability of our results by a split-half anal-

sis (odd versus even runs). We found consistent results in both halves

f the data (see Supplementary Analysis 3). 

Having established the selective sensitivity to concavity in PPA, we

ext examined the neural response of OPA and RSC to test whether this

ensitivity is specific to PPA or common across all scene-selective cor-

ical regions. In OPA, a 2 (Category: Buildings, Objects) × 2 (Condi-

ion: Concave, Convex) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a signifi-

ant effect of Category ( F (1,13) = 92.67, p < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .88), with an overall

reater response to Buildings than Objects, consistent with OPA’s known

electivity for scenes ( Dilks et al., 2013; Kamps et al., 2016 ) ( Fig. 1 D).

e also found a significant main effect of Condition ( F (1,13) = 31.51,

 < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .71), with an overall greater response to Concave over Con-

ex stimuli, revealing a similar preference for concavity over convex-

ty in OPA. Moreover, just like in PPA, there is a significant Category

Condition interaction ( F (1,13) = 6.59, p = .02, 𝜂p 
2 = .34), with a signifi-

antly greater response to Concave over Convex Objects (post-hoc com-

arison, p < .001), and no significant difference between Concave and

onvex Buildings ( p = .13). Next, we directly compared the selective re-

ponse for Concave over Convex Objects in PPA and OPA using a 2 (ROI:

PA, OPA) × 2 (Conditions: Concave Objects, Convex Objects) repeated-

easures ANOVA. We found no significant ROI × Condition interaction

 F (1,13) = 2.27, p = .16, 𝜂p 
2 = .15), indicating no difference in the preferen-

ial response to Concave Objects over Convex Objects in PPA and OPA.

To ensure that OPA’s response is similar to PPA but not LOC and V1,

e next directly compared the response in OPA with LOC and V1. A

 (ROI: OPA, LOC) × 2 (Condition: Concave Objects, Convex Objects)

epeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant ROI × Condition inter-

ction ( F (1,13) = 50.94, p < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .80), confirming that OPA, not LOC,

esponds selectively to objects depicting concavity. Similarly, using a

 (ROI: OPA, V1) × 2 (Condition: Concave Objects, Convex Objects)

epeated-measures ANOVA, we also found a significant ROI × Condi-

ion interaction ( F (1,13) = 38.87, p < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .75), demonstrating a qual-

tatively different pattern of response in OPA than V1. Together, these

esults suggest that OPA’s selective response to Concave over Convex

bjects is similar to PPA but not LOC and V1. 

In RSC, a 2 (Category: Buildings, Objects) × 2 (Condition: Concave,

onvex) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant effect of Cate-

ory ( F (1,11) = 206.38, p < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .95), with an overall greater response
6 
o Buildings than to Objects, consistent with RSC’s known selectivity for

cenes ( Kamps et al., 2016; Maguire, 2001; Silson et al., 2016 ). Inter-

stingly, however, despite a numerically greater response to Concave

han Convex Conditions in both Buildings and Objects, we only found

 marginally significant main effect of Condition ( F (1,11) = 4.22, p = .07,

p 
2 = .28), with post-hoc comparison revealing no significant difference

etween Concave versus Convex Buildings ( p = .12) and Objects ( p = .38).

oreover, we also found no significant Category × Condition interaction

 F (1,11) = 0.02, p = .88, 𝜂p 
2 = .002), unlike the response patterns in PPA and

PA. 

Why do PPA and OPA show a selective sensitivity to Concave over

onvex Objects whereas RSC does not? There are two possible reasons.

he first possible reason is that we have less functionally defined RSCs

n the participants, compared to PPA and OPA, thus less power to de-

ect RSC’s response pattern. To test this possibility, we defined RSC in

he missing participants with a lower threshold for the Scene − Object

ontrast (a minimum of p < .01) in the independent Localizer runs and

epeated the same statistical analyses with these additional data. We

ound consistent results (see Supplementary Analysis 4), indicating the

esponse pattern is not merely a result of having less data for RSC. An-

ther possible reason is that, relative to PPA and OPA, RSC has been

roposed to be involved in processing more navigation- and memory-

elevant information of a scene (e.g., relating a scene to the memory

epresentation of a broader environment that is not immediately visi-

le) ( Aguirre et al., 1998; Maguire, 2001; Marchette et al., 2014; Park

nd Chun, 2009; Persichetti and Dilks, 2019 ) and also has stronger func-

ional connectivity to the more anterior cortical regions, including the

ippocampus and some cortical regions that are involved in process-

ng abstract navigation and mnemonic representation ( Baldassano et al.,

016 ; Silson et al., 2019 ). Thus, RSC may be more susceptible to top-

own influence and less sensitive to bottom-up, visual cues of concavity.

What is the topography of Concave selectivity in relation to PPA and

PA? Is it a preference common across the whole cortical region, or

ight there be subregions within PPA and OPA that are more sensitive

or visual cues of concavity? To address this question, we next conducted

 whole-brain analysis and examined the topography for Concave versus

onvex Objects response on the cortical surface ( Fig. 2 ). Note that since

his is an exploratory analysis, we did not correct for multiple compar-

sons. We first verified whether the whole-brain analysis showed con-

istent results as the ROI analysis. Indeed, we found Concave-selective

atches overlapping with PPA and OPA, and no Concave- nor Convex-

elective clusters in RSC. In addition, we also found some small, but

evertheless existing Convex-selective clusters within LOC. Concerning

he topography of Concave selectivity within PPA and OPA, we observed

he strongest Concave selectivity localized in the more posterior parts of

PA and OPA, consistent with the findings that the posterior parts of the

cene-selective regions are more involved in perceptual over memory-

elated processing ( Baldassano et al., 2016; Bar and Aminoff, 2003; Sil-

on et al., 2016, 2019 ). 

.3. Experiment 3 

In Experiments 1 and 2, we found that Concave Objects are cate-

orized as scenes more often than Convex Objects, both behaviorally

nd neurally, supporting our hypothesis that concavity is a diagnostic

eature of a scene; however, we did not find any behavioral or neural

istinction for Concave Buildings versus Convex Buildings. The lack of

ifference between both behavioral and neural categorization for Con-

ave and Convex Buildings poses a challenge to our hypothesis: Is con-

avity truly a diagnostic cue for scenes, as hypothesized here, or are

oncave Objects somehow a special class of stimuli that happen to be

cene like, and drive PPA’s response? As previously discussed, since we

id not control for some additional orthogonal visual features in Exper-

ments 1 and 2, we cannot determine whether PPA is sensitive to the

oncavity of scene stimuli. Hence, to directly test PPA’s sensitivity to

oncavity of scene stimuli, in Experiment 3, we created three pairs of
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Fig. 2. A group cortical surface map for regions that responded more to Concave Objects than Convex Objects. White lines indicate the ROIs that were functionally 

defined at the group level, using an independent set of Localizer runs. PPA and OPA overlap with cortical regions that respond more to Concave over Convex Objects, 

with a relatively stronger Concave selectivity at the more posterior parts of these cortical regions. 
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oncave versus Convex scene boundaries that are exactly equated in all

isual properties orthogonal to concavity and convexity. If concavity is

ruly a diagnostic feature of a scene, then PPA will show a significantly

reater response to Concave over Convex scene boundaries after all pos-

ible confounding variables are eliminated. 

To test this prediction, we conducted a 2 (Boundary Type: Concave,

onvex) × 3 (Angle: 1, 2, 3) repeated-measures ANOVA to directly com-

are Concave and Convex conditions ( Fig. 3 B). We found a significant

ain effect of Boundary Type ( F (1,13) = 7.24, p = .02, 𝜂p 
2 = .36), with an

verall greater response to the Concave conditions over the Convex

onditions despite equated visual features, consistent with our hypoth-

sis that PPA shows a significantly greater response to concavity than

onvexity of scene stimuli. We also found a significant effect of Angle

 F (2,26) = 8.24, p = .002, 𝜂p 
2 = .39), and a significant Boundary Type × An-

le interaction ( F (2,26) = 4.62, p = .02, 𝜂p 
2 = .26), hinting at an increasing

ensitivity to concavity over convexity as the angle between two surfaces

ncreases. To further explore PPA’s sensitivity to changes in concavity

nd convexity, we conducted a three-level (Angle: 1, 2, 3) repeated-

easures ANOVA for the Concave conditions and the Convex conditions,

eparately, and further examined the linear contrast for each Boundary

ype. For the Concave conditions, we found a significant effect of An-

le ( F (2,26) = 8.84, p = .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .41), with a significant linear increase

y Angle ( F (1,13) = 15.21, p = .002, 𝜂p 
2 = .54), revealing PPA’s sensitivity

o changes in concavity. By contrast, for the Convex conditions, we did

ot find a significant effect of Angle ( F (2,26) = 2.52, p = .10, 𝜂p 
2 = .16), nor

 significant linear increase by Angle ( F (1,13) = 1.28, p = .28, 𝜂p 
2 = .09). Fi-

ally, using a 2 (Boundary Type: Concave, Convex) × 3 (Angle: 1, 2,

) repeated-measures ANOVA, we directly compared PPA’s sensitivity

o changes in concavity and convexity and found a significant linear
7 
rend interaction ( F (1,13) = 9.44, p = .01, 𝜂p 
2 = .42), confirming that PPA is

ensitive to changes in concavity, but not convexity. 

Next, we examined LOC’s response. To determine whether neural

ensitivity to changes in concavity, but not convexity, is specific to

PA, we conducted a 2 (ROI: PPA, LOC) × 2 (Boundary Type: Con-

ave, Convex) × 3 (Angle: 1, 2, 3) repeated-measures ANOVA, and found

 significant ROI × Boundary Type × Angle interaction ( F (2,24) = 4.95,

 = .02, 𝜂p 
2 = .29), demonstrating a qualitatively different pattern of re-

ponse in PPA than LOC ( Fig. 3 B). Furthermore, we also found an ROI

Boundary Type interaction ( F (1,12) = 42.47, p < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .78), with

PA responding significantly more to concavity than convexity, and

OC responding significantly more to convexity than concavity (post-

oc comparisons, both p < .05), providing evidence that 1) PPA, but not

OC, shows a preferential response to concavity over convexity, and

) LOC shows a preferential response to convexity over concavity of

oundary cues. Next, to further characterize LOC’s response to convex-

ty versus concavity, we conducted a 2 (Boundary Type: Concave, Con-

ex) × 3 (Angle: 1, 2, 3) repeated-measures ANOVA on LOC response

lone. We found a significant effect of Boundary Type ( F (1,12) = 21.23,

 = .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .64), with LOC responding more to the Convex conditions

han to the Concave conditions, consistent with results from Experiment

 that visual cues of convexity selectively engage the object process-

ng system. Furthermore, we also found a significant effect of Angle

 F (2,24) = 39.81, p < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .77) and significant linear increase by an-

le ( F (1,12) = 100.34, p < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .89), with LOC responding more to the

ost extreme angle (3), relative to the other two angles (1 and 2). Inter-

stingly, we did not find a significant Boundary Type × Angle interaction

 F (2,24) = 0.02, p = .98, 𝜂p 
2 = .002), and no significant linear trend interac-

ion ( F (1,12) = 0.05, p = .82, 𝜂p 
2 = .004), revealing LOC’s similar sensitivity
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Fig. 3. A, Example stimuli used in Experiment 3, varying in both Boundary Type (Concave, Convex) and Angle (1, 2, 3). All Concave and Convex conditions that 

share the same Angle are equated in the low-level visual information they contain. A "flat" boundary condition was also included, and used as a baseline condition 

to eliminate an ROI’s baseline response to the presence of a boundary. B , Average percent signal change to the concave and convex boundaries relative to the flat 

boundary in each region of interest. PPA’s response increases as the concavity of a boundary increases, but not with increasing convexity of a boundary. By contrast, 

LOC tracks changes in both concavity and convexity of a boundary, but shows a preferential response to convex boundaries. The pattern of response in PPA is 

qualitatively different from those in V1 and LOC. OPA shows a greater sensitivity to changes in concavity over convexity. We found no significant response pattern 

in RSC. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. 
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o both angle changes in concavity and convexity despite a preferential

esponse for convexity over concavity, more generally. 

Next, we tested whether the PPA response might be driven by low-

evel visual information directly inherited from early visual cortex, we

ompared the responses in PPA to V1. A 2 (ROI: PPA, V1) × 2 (Bound-

ry Type: Concave, Convex) × 3 (Angle: 1, 2, 3) repeated-measures

NOVA revealed a significant ROI × Boundary Type × Angle interac-

ion ( F (2,22) = 60.72, p < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .85), revealing a qualitatively different

attern of response in PPA than V1, confirming that PPA’s preferential

ensitivity to concavity over convexity is not driven by a mere response

o low-level visual properties of the stimuli ( Fig. 3 B). Note, however,
8 
ike PPA, it seems as though V1 still tracks concavity in some sense;

hat is, decreasing in response as Angle increases, especially within the

oncave conditions. What is driving this response pattern? One possi-

ility is that since V1 is known to have a foveal bias, and the amount of

omplex texture information on a boundary decreases in foveal vision as

ngle becomes more extreme, especially within the Concave conditions,

1 may simply be tracking the changes of foveally-presented visual in-

ormation. To test this possibility, we correlated the number of pixels

hat contain texture information in the center of an image (the central

0% of the image) with the V1 response across the conditions. Indeed,

here is a strong and positive correlation between the number of tex-
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ured pixels and V1 response ( r = .90). By contrast, PPA and LOC show a

eaker and negative correlation (PPA: r = -.51; LOC: r = -.32). Together,

he contrast between the strength and direction of correlation in V1 and

he other two regions suggests that V1’s response is most likely driven

y the low-level foveal visual information in the stimuli, and not the

oncavity and convexity of the boundary. 

Finally, just like in Experiment 2, we checked the reliability of our

esults by a split-half analysis (odd versus even runs). We found con-

istent results in both halves of the data (see Supplementary Analysis

). 

Having established the selective sensitivity to concavity in PPA, we

ext tested whether OPA and RSC also show a similar sensitivity to con-

avity. In OPA, a 2 (Boundary Type: Concave, Convex) × 3 (Angle: 1,

, 3) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of

oundary Type ( F (1,12) = 12.38, p = .004, 𝜂p 
2 = .51), with an overall greater

esponse to the Concave conditions over the Convex conditions, just

ike in PPA. We also found a significant effect of Angle ( F (2,24) = 34.12,

 < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .74), and a significant Boundary Type × Angle interaction

 F (2,24) = 3.81, p = .04, 𝜂p 
2 = .24), hinting at a greater sensitivity to changes

n concavity over convexity. Thus, we next conducted a three-level (An-

le: 1, 2, 3) repeated-measures ANOVA for the Concave conditions and

he Convex conditions, separately, and further examined the linear con-

rast for each Boundary Type. For the Concave conditions, we found a

ignificant effect of Angle ( F (2,24) = 18.13, p < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .60), with a sig-

ificant linear increase by Angle ( F (1,12) = 22.94, p < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .66),

evealing OPA’s sensitivity to changes in concavity. Interestingly, for

he Convex conditions, unlike in PPA, we also found a significant ef-

ect of Angle ( F (2,24) = 10.91, p < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = .48), with a significant linear

ncrease by Angle ( F (1,12) = 9.99, p = .01, 𝜂p 
2 = .45), revealing OPA’s sensi-

ivity to changes in convexity. To directly compare OPA’s sensitivity to

oncavity versus convexity, we conducted a 2 (Boundary Type: Concave,

onvex) × 3 (Angle: 1, 2, 3) repeated-measures ANOVA. We found a sig-

ificant linear trend interaction ( F (1,12) = 5.53, p = .04, 𝜂p 
2 = .32), indicat-

ng that, despite sensitivity to changes in convexity, OPA nevertheless

hows a greater sensitivity to concavity over convexity. To directly com-

are PPA and OPA’s selective sensitivity to concavity and convexity, we

onducted a 2 (ROI: PPA, OPA) × 2 (Boundary Type: Concave, Convex)

3 (Angle: 1, 2, 3) repeated-measures ANOVA. We found no significant

OI × Boundary Type interaction ( F (1,12) = 3.56, p = .08, 𝜂p 
2 = .23), and

o significant ROI × Boundary Type × Angle interaction ( F (2,24) = 1.18,

 = .33, 𝜂p 
2 = .09), indicating no significant difference in the selective sen-

itivity to concavity over convexity between PPA and OPA. 

To ensure that the neural response in OPA is similar to PPA but not

OC and V1, we next directly compared OPA with LOC and V1. A 2

ROI: OPA, LOC) × 2 (Boundary Type: Concave, Convex) × 3 (Angle: 1,

, 3) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant ROI × Boundary

ype × Angle interaction ( F (2,22) = 5.34, p = .01, 𝜂p 
2 = .33), demonstrating

 qualitatively different pattern of response in OPA than LOC. Similarly,

sing a 2 (ROI: OPA, V1) × 2 (Boundary Type: Concave, Convex) ×
 (Angle: 1, 2, 3) repeated-measures ANOVA, we also found a signifi-

ant ROI × Boundary Type x Angle interaction ( F (2,20) = 58.90, p < .001,

p 
2 = .86), demonstrating a qualitatively different pattern of response in

PA than V1. Thus, these results confirm that OPA shows a qualitatively

imilar neural response with PPA, but not LOC and V1. 

In RSC, interestingly, unlike in PPA and OPA, a 2 (Boundary Type:

oncave, Convex) × 3 (Angle: 1, 2, 3) repeated-measures ANOVA

evealed no significant main effect of Boundary Type ( F (1,7) = 1.64,

 = .24, 𝜂p 
2 = .19), no significant main effect of Angle ( F (2,14) = .25,

 = .78, 𝜂p 
2 = .03), and no significant Boundary Type × Angle interac-

ion ( F (2,14) = .24, p = .79, 𝜂p 
2 = .03). Moreover, when we further tested for

SC’s sensitivity to Angle using a planned, three-level (Angle: 1, 2, 3)

epeated-measures ANOVA for the Concave conditions and the Convex

onditions, separately, we consistently found no significant main effect

f Angle (Concave: F (2,14) = 0.27, p = .77, 𝜂p 
2 = .04; Convex: F (2,14) = 0.20,

 = .82, 𝜂p 
2 = .03) nor a significant linear increase by Angle (Concave:

 (1,7) = 0.76, p = .41, 𝜂p 
2 = .10; Convex: F (1,7) = 0.03, p = .86, 𝜂p 

2 = .01). To
9 
nsure the lack of RSC response is not a result of having a smaller num-

er of ROIs relative to PPA and OPA, we defined RSC in the missing

articipants with a lowered threshold for the Scene-Object contrast (a

inimum of p < .01) in the independent Localizer runs and repeated the

ame statistical analyses with these additional data. We found consistent

esults (see Supplementary Analysis 4), indicating the response pattern

s not merely a result of having fewer functionally defined RSC. 

We next conducted a group-level, whole-brain analysis to examine

he topography for selectivity for Concave versus Convex boundaries

averaged across Angle) ( Fig. 4 ). Again, note that since this is an ex-

loratory analysis, we did not correct for multiple comparisons. 

Consistent with the ROI analysis, we found PPA and OPA overlap

ith Concave-selective regions, whereas LOC overlaps with Convex-

elective regions. We next observed the activation topography in and

round RSC. Interestingly, while we found no Concave- nor Convex-

elective voxels within RSC, we observed some Concave-selective

atches immediately posterior to RSC. Moreover, consistent with Experi-

ent 2, we also found Concave selectivity localized at the more posterior

arts of PPA. Together, these findings reveal a consistent localization of

oncave selectivity in the posterior parts of the scene-selective regions

ven when all orthogonal visual features in the stimuli are tightly con-

rolled. 

In addition to Concave selectivity being localized in the posterior

arts of scene-selective cortical regions, we also observed a stream of

oncave-selective cortex leading up to PPA from the more posterior

arts of the visual cortex, and a stream of Convex-selective cortex lead-

ng up to and extending beyond LOC. These separate Concave- and

onvex-selective streams lie in juxtaposition and extend along the ven-

ral surface of the occipitotemporal cortex, revealing a selectivity for

oncavity versus convexity beyond the scene- and object-selective cor-

ical regions. To test whether these streams of Concave and Convex

electivity remain after controlling for multiple comparisons, we fur-

her thresholded the activation map with a false discovery rate (FDR)

f q < .05 and examined the activation map (see Supplementary Analysis

) —we found a similar topography of activations. 

Together, these results are consistent with Experiment 2, and shed

ight onto a possible Concave-Convex organization in the ventral visual

athway. 

.4. Experiment 4 

In Experiment 3, we found that, when using tightly controlled stim-

li, concavity still drives cortical scene processing. Together with Exper-

ment 2, then, we found neural evidence that concavity is a diagnostic

eature for visual scenes, in both highly variable, naturalistic images and

ightly controlled, artificial images. One remaining question, however,

s whether concavity also biases behavioral categorization of visual in-

uts as scenes if all Concave-irrelevant features are tightly controlled.

he strongest test then is to stripe away all visual features orthogonal to

oncavity and convexity, and test for behavioral categorization of highly

mpoverished line drawings of concave shapes as scenes versus objects.

f concavity indeed drives behavioral scene categorization, then even

ighly impoverished line drawings of concave shapes should be catego-

ized as scenes more often than convex shapes. 

Indeed, we found that all the Concave shapes received over 70% of

cene ratings as opposed to object ratings (Concave 1: 74.75%; Concave

: 79.80%; Concave 3: 74.75%; Fig. 5 ). Moreover, using a Binomial Test,

e found that the proportion of scene ratings for all the Concave shapes

s significantly above chance (i.e., 50%; all p < .001), revealing a strong

ias to behaviorally categorize even impoverished line drawings of con-

ave shapes as scenes more often than objects. But might it simply due

o participants not paying attention to the task and merely clicking the

ame button during the experiment, which happens to be “scene ”? To

est whether that might be the case, we next examined the response

or the Flat and Convex shapes. Interestingly, unlike for the Concave

hapes, participants did not have a preference towards whether these
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Fig. 4. A group cortical surface map for regions that responded more to Concave than Convex Boundaries (averaged across Angles 1, 2, 3). White lines indicate the 

ROIs that are functionally defined at the group level using an independent set of Localizer runs. PPA and OPA overlap with the Concave-selective cortical regions, 

with Concave selectivity localized at the posterior parts of PPA and RSC. We also observed distinct streams of Concave and Convex selectivity along the ventral 

occipitotemporal cortex. 

Fig. 5. A , Stimuli tested in Experiment 4. B, Partici- 

pants’ proportion of scene ratings when asked to indi- 

cate whether each of these line-drawing images was a 

“scene ” or an “object ”. The proportion of scene ratings 

for all the Concave conditions is significantly above 

chance, but not for the Flat nor the Convex conditions. 

Participants also rated the Concave shapes as scenes 

significantly more often than the corresponding Con- 

vex shapes with the same Angle. 

10 
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on-Concave shapes are categorized as scenes or objects —the propor-

ions for scene versus object ratings for each of these conditions are split

pproximately in half (scene ratings for Flat: 51.52%; Convex 1: 50.51%;

onvex 2: 58.59%; Convex 3: 44.44%), and a Binomial Test confirmed

hat none of the scene rating proportion for these non-Concave shapes is

ignificantly different from chance (Flat: p = .84; Convex 1: p > .99; Con-

ex 2: p = .11; Convex 3: p = .32). Thus, the contrast between participants’

atings for the Concave and non-Concave line drawings suggest that par-

icipants were indeed paying attention to the task and were not merely

licking buttons randomly. 

But did participants actually rate the Concave shapes as scenes sig-

ificantly more often than the Convex shapes, as we hypothesized? To

nswer this question, we directly compared the proportion of scene rat-

ngs between the Concave and Convex conditions with the same An-

le (e.g., Concave 2 vs. Convex 2) using the McNemar’s test. Consis-

ent with our hypothesis, all the Concave shapes indeed showed a sig-

ificantly greater proportion of scene ratings than the corresponding

onvex shapes that shared the same Angle ( p < .001 for all three pairs

f comparisons), revealing that line drawings of the Concave shapes

re indeed categorized as scenes more often than the Convex shapes

cross all Angles. Together, these results suggest even when all orthog-

nal stimulus features are eliminated, visual cues of concavity still bias

ehavioral categorization of visual stimuli as scenes, providing convinc-

ng behavioral evidence for concavity as a diagnostic cue for visual

cenes. 

Finally, we checked the reliability of our results by repeating the ex-

eriment with a separate group of 50 participants. We found consistent

esults (see Supplementary Analysis 6). In addition, we also repeated

he same experiment on the stimuli from Experiment 3 with a separate

roup of 100 participants to test whether the presence/absence of the

oundary texture might have had affected participants’ perception of

hese stimuli as scenes or objects, we found similar response patterns

see Supplementary Analysis 7). 

. Discussion 

The current study asked whether concavity (versus convexity) may

e a diagnostic visual feature enabling the human brain to “recognize ”

cenes. Consistent with this hypothesis, we present converging behav-

oral and neural evidence that 1) people behaviorally judged Concave

bjects as scenes more often than Convex Objects, 2) PPA showed a

elective response to Concave Objects over Convex Objects, 3) even

hough people behaviorally categorize both Concave and Convex Build-

ngs to be both highly scene-like, and PPA shows a similar preferential

esponse to Concave and Convex Buildings in naturalistic images, PPA

evertheless shows a selectively greater sensitivity to concavity over

onvexity of scene boundaries after all confounding visual features or-

hogonal to concavity and convexity are tightly controlled, and 4) con-

istently, people also categorized highly impoverished line drawings of

oncave shapes as scenes more often than convex shapes when all or-

hogonal visual features are eliminated. In addition to these main find-

ngs, we also found that LOC shows a preferential response to visual cues

f convexity, over concavity, of both scene and object stimuli. Taken to-

ether, these results reveal that concavity is a diagnostic feature of a

cene, and raise the intriguing hypothesis that concavity versus con-

exity may be a diagnostic visual feature enabling the human brain to

ifferentiate scenes from objects. 

Our finding that PPA responds selectively to visual cues of concavity,

ut not convexity, lends further support to previous findings that PPA

epresents the shape (or “spatial layout ”) of a scene in terms of the con-

inuity of its spatial layout (e.g., PPA responds more strongly to intact

patial layouts – an empty apartment room – than to fragmented ones

n which the walls, floors, and ceilings have been fractured and rear-

anged) ( Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998 ; Kamps et al., 2016 ), the open-

ess of the spatial layout (e.g., a desert vs. a forest) ( Kravitz et al., 2011 ;

ark et al., 2011 ), and the basic length and angle relations among the
11 
urfaces composing the spatial layout (Dillon et al., 2018) . Note, how-

ver, that the previous work that investigated PPA’s representation of

patial layout only tested the shape of concave indoor spaces. Thus, the

resent work extends the prior work by revealing that PPA is not re-

ponding merely to the “spatial layout ” of a scene, more generally, but

ather to the concavity that is defined by the conjoint surfaces of a scene,

ore specifically. 

But how might PPA extract concavity (versus convexity) informa-

ion from visual inputs? PPA represents many lower-level visual cues,

ncluding contour junctions ( Choo and Walther, 2016 ), 3D orienta-

ion of surfaces ( Lescroart and Gallant, 2019 ) and textures ( Cant and

oodale, 2011 ; Cant and Xu, 2017 ), which when in certain configura-

ions are diagnostic of concavity and convexity. For example, concave

paces are usually made up of surfaces with contours conjoining at a

-junction, whereas convex spaces are usually made up of surfaces with

ontours conjoining at an arrow-junction; 3D surfaces of concavity con-

erge in depth, whereas 3D surfaces of convexity diverge in depth; and

he surfaces that compose a concave space usually show an increasing

ensity and distortion of texture patterns (i.e., texture gradient) as they

onverge, whereas surfaces of convexity usually show a decreasing den-

ity and distortion of texture patterns as they converge (see Supplemen-

ary Fig. S9 for a graphic illustration). Thus, it seems highly plausible

hat such representations of lower-level visual properties allow PPA to

exibly extract information of concavity across highly variable stimuli,

s we propose here. 

In addition to PPA, we also found a selective sensitivity to concav-

ty over convexity of both naturalistic object images and also artificial

cene boundaries in OPA. These results dovetail with OPA’s sensitivity

o the orientations and relationships among wall surfaces of an indoor

cene (Dillon et al., 2018; Henriksson et al., 2019; Lescroart and Gallant,

019) . Interestingly, unlike PPA, OPA is also sensitive to the convexity

f the wall boundaries in Experiment 3. Together with previous find-

ngs for a selective sensitivity to the egocentric distance (i.e., near vs.

ar) ( Persichetti and Dilks, 2016 ) and sense information (i.e., left vs.

ight) ( Dilks et al., 2011 ) of a scene in OPA, but not PPA, our findings

end further support to the dissociable roles of PPA and OPA in recog-

izing the kind of place (e.g., a kitchen vs. a bedroom) a scene is versus

avigating through it ( Persichetti and Dilks, 2018 ), as the angular re-

ationship among wall surfaces is likely to be important for successful

avigation through a scene but not as much for recognizing the kind of

lace it is. 

We also examined RSC’s response but found no significant response

attern in the ROI results; however, the whole-brain analysis in Experi-

ent 3 revealed Concave selectivity in the cortical regions immediately

osterior to RSC. Moreover, we also found a strong Concave selectivity

n and around posterior PPA in both Experiment 2 and 3. One plausible

eason for a similar posterior localization is that perceptual processing

f visual scenes is known to occur in the more posterior parts of these

cene-selective regions ( Baldassano et al., 2016; Bar and Aminoff, 2003;

ilson et al., 2016, 2019 ). Another plausible reason is that the brain is

ikely to recognize scene from non-scene stimuli before processing scene-

pecific information; thus, it makes sense that Concave selectivity would

e localized at a more posterior region in which earlier stages of visual

rocessing occur. 

While our results point to concavity as a diagnostic feature of a scene,

here are two caveats. The first caveat is that our results do not imply

hat concavity is the only diagnostic visual feature of a scene. In fact,

s revealed by results in Experiment 1, despite more place ratings for

oncave Objects over Convex Objects, participants nevertheless con-

ider Building images in general to be more scene like than Concave

bjects. Similarly, in Experiment 2, while PPA responds to Concave Ob-

ects more selectively than Convex Objects, PPA nevertheless responds

ost selectively to Concave and Convex Buildings, consistent with pre-

ious findings that PPA responds not only to concave indoor scenes, but

lso to “non-concave ” images of outdoors scenes and buildings ( Aguirre

t al., 1998; Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998 ). Together, these results il-
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ustrate that, in addition to concavity, there exist other visual features

hat humans use to recognize scenes, and call for future work to explore

hese other visual features. In particular, with previous studies highlight-

ng a sensitivity to textures in PPA ( Cant and Goodale; 2011 ; Cant and

u, 2017 ; Lowe et al., 2017 ; Park and Park, 2017 ), and the textural dif-

erences between big versus small objects ( Long et al., 2016 ; Long et al.,

018 ), we speculate that there exist certain textures that are common

ut unique to scenes, such as the sky and the grassy texture of an open

eld, and can be used by the cortical scene-processing system to recog-

ize scene from non-scene stimuli. Moreover, it is also likely that, since

 scene usually encompasses a large space and extends in depth, certain

epth cues, such as texture gradients, might be common across scene

ut not non-scene stimuli, and thus could also be an indicator of visual

cenes. Therefore, one fruitful future research direction is to investigate

hether the cortical scene processing system may be driven by certain

exture properties over others. 

The second caveat is that despite matching for rectilinearity across

onditions in all the experiments, the stimuli nevertheless contain rec-

ilinear features, and we did not test for the effect of concavity in the

bsence of rectilinearity; thus, we cannot conclude whether concavity

lone is diagnostic of visual scenes, or if it only plays a role in the pres-

nce of rectilinearity. However, considering how natural caves or the in-

ide of an igloo —scene categories that are concave and curvilinear —is

ikely to be categorized as a scene, we speculate that even concavity

lone, without rectilinearity, is still diagnostic of a scene. Nevertheless,

ore future research is needed to systematically disentangle the effect

f concavity from rectilinearity in driving behavioral and neural scene

ategorization. 

In addition to our main findings that concavity drives scene selectiv-

ty in PPA, we also found that LOC shows a selective response to convex,

ver concave, objects and scenes. This finding dovetails with several

ndings revealing that LOC is sensitive to the perceived 3-D structure

i.e., concave versus convex) of an object ( Kourtzi et al., 2003 ), and that

here is a privileged coding of convexity in LOC ( Haushofer et al., 2008 ).

aken together, these studies, coupled with the findings here, shed light

n the potential importance of convexity information in object process-

ng. 

Finally, in the whole-brain analysis conducted in Experiment 3, we

ound separate streams of cortical regions along the ventral occipitotem-

oral cortex that respond preferentially to concavity over convexity, and

ice versa. Such findings are consistent with distinct channels for pro-

essing of landscape- and cave-like environmental shapes versus small,

ounded object shapes in the inferotemporal cortex of non-human pri-

ates ( Vaziri et al., 2014 ), and raise an intriguing possibility that Con-

ave versus Convex might be an organizing principle of the ventral

isual pathway that enables segregation of visual inputs into distinct

cene- versus object-processing. However, since these findings are based

n a fixed-effects analysis, which does not allow for generalization of in-

erence to the population level, more future research is needed to further

est for a large-scale Concave vs. Convex organization along the ventral

isual pathway. 

In conclusion, our results indicate that concavity is a diagnostic fea-

ure of a scene. Moreover, we have shown that convexity may also be

 diagnostic feature of an object. These findings together shed light

n the relevant features used in human scene and object recognition,

nd demonstrate that the three-dimensional geometric relationships be-

ween surfaces enable the human brain to differentiate scenes from ob-

ects. 

ata and Code Availability 

The dataset generated during this study is available at

ttps://osf.io/9s2xy/ . 
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